
The journey of Dusty’s Pens and the man who makes them, Peter Field 

Coquohalla J. Connor 

 
In a suburban street in Goulburn sits a quaint cottage with a tidy lawn and a row of small pot 

plants on a windowsill. From the street you can hear the gentle the whir of machinery. The 

signs of a bustling business in the backyard.  

 
This is the home of Peter Fields, his wife Cherylann and their Jack Russell, Digger. They live in 

a home with many treasures found all around. Peter has won trophies for bowls at the local 

club, photos of family are up on the wall and there's a wood heater that permeates warmth 

throughout. 

 
Peter makes pens, carved from all types of materials, carefully making each one in the sanctity of 

the garden shed. 

 
But there’s something you should know about Peter; he has no vision. 

 
He was born with Norrie Disease, which means from birth he’s been blind. 

In his twenties, he lost his hearing, and a few years ago, before COVID, he lost his sense of 

smell. 

 
“I remember my mum saying that I used to walk around holding onto chairs and then once I got 

a stick there was no stopping me,” Peter says. 

 
When he was in his early twenties, he met 

Cherylann, who has a learning disability. 

After traveling around Australia, he came 

back to Goulburn and met her again and 

the rest was history. 

 
"We help each other, we’ve been together 

25 years, married for 16." 

 
Peter's other passion, pen making, has a 

much longer story attached to it. 

 
He grew up on the outskirts of Sydney on 

a farm. There, work had to be done 

regardless of Peter's lack of vision. 



"Dad used to make a lot of things so he used to teach me about making things,” Peter says. 

 
He attended a school in Sydney that was only for the visually impaired. Most people boarded by 

luckily for Peter he got to go home on weekends. 

 
"It was a relief," he says. 

 
It was there in a classroom that he learnt how to cut wood. A teacher taught him how to make 

things, not pens but many things. 

 
Peter shows me where he makes his pens, but before he turns on the saws or grinders, he gives a 

warning. 

 
"Are you okay with power tools?” he asks. “Because people who come in here will say ‘oh be 

careful’ but I know what I’m doing.” 

 
Having never touched a mechanical saw in my life, I trust that Peter knows exactly what he’s 

doing. 

 
Cherylann remarks that she doesn't like the machines very much, but she does help test and sell 

the pens. It’s a partnership of filling in gaps and aiding each other, of truly completing each 

other. 

 
In the shed, Peter shows us how he makes a pen. 

 
First, he takes pre-cut cedar that already has a hole down the center where the ink reservoir will 

eventually go in. 

 
Using a mechanical saw, he cuts a small square. 

 
It is somewhat frightening watching a man who cannot see, bring down the head of the saw, but I 

heed Peter's warning and stay quiet. Trust the process. 

 
Then comes the turning. 

 
The wood is currently cubed, which doesn’t much resemble a pen. Peter dutifully sands down 

the wood into a cylinder. 

 
He guides the wood with his hand, using his sense of touch to know when the shape is right. 



His pens can take up to two hours to 

make, he spends hours in this shed, 

and he knows exactly where 

everything is placed. He even knows 

the differences between the planks of 

wood used to make the pens. Using 

his sense of touch he can easily 

distinguish which wood is which.  

 
Once the soon-to-be pen is pen 

shaped, he uses varnish to soften the 

wood and make it shine. 

 
Then the ink and nib are pressed in 

carefully. 

 
“This is the moment the pen is born,” 

Peter says. 

 

While the journey of the pen being brought forth into creation is now over, there is still one final 

step. 

 
In the kitchen, Cherylann joins us, alongside the pair's carer. There they tell me about the 

markets they attend to sell Peter's works. 

 
"We go all over the place," says Cherylann. “We’re headed to Crookwell next.” 

"We’re also going to Melbourne.” 

It’s a busy schedule, but everyone is happily busy. 

 

 
*** 

 
The disease that left Peter without his sight is incredibly rare, so rare in fact that under 500 cases 

have been reported. Of those, 30% go on to develop other symptoms including the loss of other 

senses. 

 
“It's an inherited retinal atrophy… meaning it's not infectious, but it can be due to a random 

mutation in the Norrie gene." 

https://medlineplus.gov/genetics/condition/norrie-disease/#%3A~%3Atext%3DNorrie%20disease%20is%20a%20rare%2Creported%20in%20the%20scientific%20literature


This is Associate Professor Mei Ying Boon of the University of Canberra. She specializes in 

Optometry. Norrie Disease is the outcome of a change within the DNA when still in the womb 

and that change can have ongoing impacts 

 
“In the back of the eye, we have what’s called a retina and these acts like a light sensor in our 

eyes," Dr Boon explains. “In Norrie Disease the cells within the eye do not grow to maturity.” 

 
The retina sends a signal to the brain when light impacts on the photoreceptors on the eye. Any 

damage occurring in this region of the eye results in vision impairment, in the case of Peter, total 

loss of vision. 

 

"Because those cells aren’t mature, it results in poor vision,” Dr Boon says. 

 
Upon hearing that Peter uses his sense of touch to make pens, Dr Boon isn’t that surprised, 

although still quite impressed. 

 
"We want to know about the world around us and so the brain will make use of what senses we 

have left, which leads to heightened senses,” she says. “I can imagine his sense of touch would be 

so much heightened.” 

 
As Peter was born without his vision, the chances of him developing his vision now are 

incredibly low. With Norrie disease the hurdle is learning to live with the loss of senses.  

 

Peter’s attitude is that "well, it is what it is”, but his good attitude isn’t always the case. 

Especially for those who are born with vision and start to lose sight. 

"People who lose their sight can experience major depression,” Dr Boon 

says. 

However, the tides are changing for those who find themselves without sight later in life. 

 
“Amazingly in the last few years there has been so much progress, so if you catch it early enough 

there is treatment,” she says. 

 

 
A few weeks later, I attended the Bus Depot Markets in Canberra. It’s blisteringly cold, with 

the wind whistling through the old sheds, with people buzzing amongst the stalls, looking for 

treasure. 

 
In the main section, amongst the crowds of people milling around, are Peter and Cherylann 

selling pens. 



It's not only different kinds of pens but handmade toothpick holders and even CDs of Peters' 

music for sale. 

 
I buy a pen. A piece of treasure expertly made by Peter in a garden shed in Goulburn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch the video here:  

 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/gBLESFdK1cw?feature=oembed

